
SBI 51, Agenda Item 9 
DECEMBER 7, 2019 12.00-13.00 

Note Taker: Keziah Groth-Tuft, G.W. Law 
Specific topic – paragraph 29 of proposed text 

 
Co-facilitator: please go to paragraph 29 WITHOUT going into other paragraphs or into 
decision language. If he thinks goes out of this topic, will stop you and ask to focus on para 29 
(that are basically bullet points that have yet to be addressed by parties 
 
Also please talk about proposals might have discussed in informal coffee talks because need 
proposals that might bring parties closer together. As close as can bring parties together the 
better so that can have clear, crisp idea of where parties are in terms  
 
Today is Saturday, day mandated to finish. So also booked room from 2-5 for informal-informals 
and then after that point will perhaps join you and then another informal consultation at 5-6PM 
and then will have to report back to the SBSTA chairs which would mean going to the high level 
next week which means that it goes out of your hands —> you have to take whatever your 
ministers decide at the high levels. Please try your best to bring views together.  
 
U.S.: thank you. Have to indulge re: responses to yesterday that couldn’t say. Note that several 
paragraphs that read more like preambular which is a good reflection of thoughts heard but 
concerned but language is not exactly as U.S. would like.  Not what should necessarily focus on 
but should probably scale back in the future to vision setting already negotiated in the past. 
Shouldn’t change because might cause confusion in the future.  
 
Para 15, in reaction to what heard yesterday, would incorporate broader view re: development 
and what EXCOM can work on.  
 
In paras on sequencing etc. - going with OASIS that not necessarily suggesting changing the 
workstreams or anything but rather the concepts that shouldn’t be trying to handle all of these 
workstreams as a package i.e. at the same time but rather time with other events (i.e. oceans 
COP) or focus on one stream at a time.  
 
Be careful of what work assigning EXCOM that might not be able to do i.e. para. 22 maybe 
more appropriate to say collect and share methodology rather than guiding individuals - 
probably shouldn’t be applying judgment to it.  
 
Para. 18 re: guiding re: Paris, KP, UNFCCC but there’s already processes about this but we 
can’t make a decision about this re: elaborating these guidance conversations here 
 
Concerned about managing budget of entire UNFCCC within this room - has to be done overall. 
Wouldn’t be ok with anything beyond what is already there.  
 
Don’t think that para proposed yesterday re: bifurcated call for finance – don’t see in previous 
decisions and wont agree to language now. Also there are some by other entities in room. Just 
WIM and EXCOM guiding WIND. Nothing re: opening new windows for finance 
 
On finance though, do see as an element that can move forward, have trouble with labeling 
something adaptation or loss and damage - more helpful when talking about specific actions. - 
get down to the brass tacks - get to the place of finance appropriate to support that specific 



action. (Inside or outside UNFCCC). Appropriate to build upon work been done on financial 
tools and turn into more concrete, broader terms and say that in these contexts, the risks are 
such that…. and these are the patterns of support that are available to enact those actions. 
Keeping it up at a high level and trying to negotiate text is not going to get us where we want to 
go.  
 
Should be specifically ask EXCOM to do stuff where support is available, including nonfinancial 
available. 
 
Colombia (AILAC): did homework to discuss specific proposal re: para 29 but would like to ask 
if G77 could speak on our behalf… 
 
Palestine (G77): took instructions literally and seriously. Worked all night to focus on para 29 
and just sent decision text to replace para 29 in your text. For the group and it would be good to 
remind everyone what the group is - represents ⅔ of the parties. 134 countries represents 
contains ⅘ of people in the planet, have been hit hard - typhoons, hurricanes, desertification, 
drought - so when we talk about loss and damage, when we try to produce decision text for 
parties’ consideration, this is the context. Parties and communities that are particularly 
vulnerable.  
 
Submission around three areas.  
 
Financing around financing  

• para in which COP and CMA requests developed parties responds to developing country 
parties to respond to loss and damage  

• COP and CMA request EXCOM facilitate increased cooperation with other mechanisms 
re: finance , responding call for AEXCOM to strengthen links with other entities under 
convention 

• Based on topics i.e. migration etc 
• Based on party comments, guidance on how one can go about improving access to 

funding under the paris agreement. Basically that standing committee should collaborate 
with them to ensure guidance on funding approaches available is included 

• Requests GCF board through modalities to look at own process to scales up etc. the 
slow onset, loss and damage, migration etc. 

• COP and CMS must decide to increase funding in next binannual budget in order to 
increase 

• Not suggesting that creating new financial mechanism or institution 
Increased action and support 

• expert group on action and support - initiate work at next meeting to exatablsih 
according to procedures and mandate create WIM EXCOM works through own 
procedures by end of year. Provides functions but not how should pick 

• Establish risks 
• Establish capacity building program to avert and minimize loss & damage 
• Develop international and national gap analyses in order to determine how to 

address 
• Coordinate with everyone else  
• Finance  
• Operational modalities for Santiago network for loss and damage 

Santiago network for action on loss and damage - implementation mechanism - idea is that 
establish now but modalities done by next year.  



• Broaden access to finance and support 
• Support developing countries’ action 

 
And will make as a conference 2 paper so that it becomes an actual document of the 
conference  
 
Co-Facilitator: Please listen carefully to each other’s ideas  
 
Bangladesh: allow this time to G77 coordinator as well given considering time constraints  
 
Guinea: on behalf of Africa - every agrees 
 
Australia: thank you for concrete proposal. Haven’t seen text yet. Trying to write quickly. 
want to highlight that all having consultations with presidency that don’t know whether with CMA 
or COP. Let’s remember that we still do not know the results of that. 
 
Of course all recognize responsibilities of finance but want to make sure pull on all levers of 
finance...finance ecosystems  
 
Name has to be support, not just finance.  
 
Loss and damage comes from a range of different actors so want language around DRR and 
humanitarian - SDGs and Sendai linkage language  
 
And recognize for parties addressing that money going to very focused, critical, results focused, 
needs to be reported back to those who are providing so that know going to right people,  
 
Don’t have specific language to offer the group…. but this key language has to be included.  
 
New Zealand: appreciation to G77 for staying up late last night with such well-formed ideas. On 
para. 29  
 
Acknowledges that more actions and support is needed, particularly LDCs. Have interest in that 
more could come fast. Should ensure that current channels improve access. Interested in G77s 
current proposals. 
 
Still there are some jumps going to and there are rather some concrete stepping-stones can 
start with in going to.  
 
Para.16 very important - that integration would attract more resources - Task EXCOM with 
identifying best ways to enhancing global access to finances  
 
Uruguay: associate with G77. Sees as most important outcomes from COP25, including 
political. Need to move forward. Believe that there is a proposal on the table that need to 
discuss. Clearly speaks to areas that are lagging. Implementation is lagging way, way behind 
with WIM. Also want to highlight that not suggesting new climate financing 
 
Norway: thank you G77 and china for presenting concrete proposal. Aligns self with New 
Zealand. That to be efficient should see what is available but then willing to engage even if new 
things available.  



 
Timor Leste: LDCs support G-77  
 


